Due to a cancellation of a long-time customer (for good reason), the models I kept for him here
at home become available again. All these models are new in their boxes and have never been
opened. The models include:
A-027 BUGATTI 57SC Atlantic Diorama Barn Find, 2020, Lim. Ed. 40 pieces only
No longer available from CMC, all models were sold in no-time
A masterpiece of architecture model: CMC Bugatti 57SC Atlantic Diorama Barn Find, Special
Edition 2020.
The "CMC barn find" diorama was created in elaborate, precise manual work using the highest
quality materials. Each CMC Vintage Diorama is one of a kind.
A lot of love for detail was necessary to build this CMC "barn find diorama". The supplied
showcase is characterized by elaborately handcrafted wooden planks and a lid made of real glass.
Let yourself be enchanted by the details of the diorama.
Price: elsewhere € 2200 – € 2499, MY PRICE € 2095
M-200 Mercedes-Benz 600 Pullman, black
No longer available from CMC.
Description of the original vehicle: The Mercedes-Benz 600 with sunroof, also known as the
W100, was a state-as-art vehicle crafted by the Daimler-Benz during the 1960s and 1970s. This
stylish vehicle was used worldwide for and by the upper echelons. It served as an epitome of
perfection, high-end technology, comfort, exclusivity and uniqueness. The Pullman was and is
still the largest passenger car in the post-war era.
In addition to state-sponsored use, international celebrities in politics, business, aristocracy and
show business also chose to own and ride in a Mercedes-Benz 600 proudly. The "Big Mercedes"
debuted at the Internationale Automobil-Austellung (IAA) in Frankfurt in September 1963.
Several editions were offered, including Pullman Limousine, Pullman Sedan and Pullman
Landaulet.
Price: elsewhere €780-€899, MY PRICE € 729
M-204 Mercedes-Benz 600 Pullman with sunroof
Currently not available from CMC
The Mercedes-Benz 600 with sunroof, also known as the W100, was a state-as-art vehicle
crafted by the Daimler-Benz during the 1960s and 1970s. This stylish vehicle was used
worldwide for and by the upper echelons. It served as an epitome of perfection, high-end
technology, comfort, exclusivity and uniqueness. The Pullman was and is still the largest
passenger car in the post-war era.
Price: elsewhere €759-€779, MY PRICE € 721
M-206 Mercedes-Benz Targa Florio 1924, white
No longer available from CMC
This is the only version of the Targa Florio made by CMC in white, all other versions are red.
Price: elsewhere €399-€459, MY PRICE € 359

M-214TC Jaguar C-type gold Techno Classica 2020 –Lim.Ed. 300
Price: elsewhere € 619, my price € 595
M-215 Mercedes-Benz 600 Pullman “White Swan” Lim.Ed. 800
Sold out at CMC
Description of the original vehicle: An extraordinary model with an extraordinary story to tell. In
the 1960s, a US industrialist of German descent ordered two 600s from Mercedes-Benz, one with
a short wheelbase and another with a long wheelbase and a Pullman body. He had both of them
finished with a white exterior and a cream-coloured interior. Legend goes that he expected both
cars to return to Germany someday and find a new owner together. As a result of this widespread
legend, the limousines have become known as "White Swans".
Price: elsewhere € 1095 – € 1395, MY PRICE € 1050
M-218 Mercedes-Benz 600 Pullman “King of Rock’n Roll” Lim, blue, Ed. 800
Sold out at CMC
Description of the original vehicle: The colour combination of this 1969 vehicle is relatively
subtle. Discreetness was what its first owner, the “King of Rock’n Roll”, had in mind for his
cars. In the original layout of this car, there was a TV set in the passenger compartment,
recognizable by the large antenna on the rear lid.
Elvis Presley Fans of Nashville
April 6, 1970: Elvis purchased a 6-door 1969 Mercedes-Benz 600 Pullman Limousine. The
purchase was made at Mercedes Benz of Hollywood.
Elvis was driven around in the Mercedes in Beverly Hills. The car can be seen in the
documentary “Elvis on Tour.”
The Mercedes-Benz 600 (W100) is a large ultra-luxury sedan and limousine produced by
Mercedes-Benz from 1963 to 1981. Only 2,677 Mercedes-Benz 600 were built. The car features
a long wheelbase as a 4-door "Pullman" limousine (with two additional rear-facing seats
separated from the driver compartment by a power divider window, of which 304 were built),
and a 6-door limousine (with two forward-facing jump-seats at the middle two doors and a rear
bench-seat).
The Mercedes is currently on display at Presley Motors inside the Elvis Presley’s Memphis
complex located in Memphis on the Graceland campus.
Price: elsewhere: € 995, MY PRICE € 949
Please let me know as soon as possible in case you are interested in any of these models.
Best regards, Henk
(prices do not include shipment)
Current exchange-rate: 1 pound is 1,15 Euro.

